
Group Coaching is

an advanced

coaching skill that

enables you to

increase your

impact and return.

COURSE GUIDE

Group 
Coaching



Embodies a Coaching Mindset
Develops and maintains a mindset that is
open, curious, flexible & client-centered

Establishes & Maintains Agreements
Partners with the client and relevant
stakeholders to create clear agreements
about the coaching relationship, process,
plans and goals. Establishes agreements
for the overall coaching engagement as
well as those for each coaching session.

Cultivates Trust and Safety
Partners with the client to create a safe,
supportive environment that allows the
client to share freely. Maintains a
relationship of mutual respect and trust.

Maintains Presence
Is fully conscious and present with the
client, employing a style that is open,
flexible, grounded and confident.

Listens Actively
Focuses on what the client is and is not
saying to fully understand what is being
communicated in the context of the
client systems and to support client self-
expression.

Evokes Awareness
Facilitates client insight and learning by
using tools and techniques such as
powerful questioning, silence, metaphor
or analogy.

Facilitates Client Growth
Definition: Partners with the client to
transform learning and insight into
action. Promotes client autonomy in the
coaching process.

20 Hours

6 months

Certified Group Coach

Enrolled in or completed at least 60 hours 
ACSTH or ACTP Coach Certification

20 Core Competency CCE’s ~ or 20 Level 2 
hrs if completing as part of an Advanced

I

Understand the difference between
individual coaching, group coaching
and team coaching
Develop advanced group coaching
and workshop facilitation skills
Create a unique group coaching
presence
Create a Signature Offer
Design a Group Coaching Program

The Certified Group Coaching program
is designed for coaches who want to add
group coaching to their practice. It
covers the skills and knowledge required
to facilitate and coach a group, and
includes resources and a process for
developing your own Signature offer.
Your offer can then be used as the
central defining feature of your Group
Coaching program or workshop.

Learning Objectives

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Program 
Overview

The Power of Group
Coaching applies to
coaches as much as it
does clients. Everything
is amplified in a group
setting - accountability,
impact and  return on
investment all get a
boost.

nternational Coach Academy was  
launched in the year 2000, just
as coaching and coach training
was taking off around the world.
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INTRODUCTION

Robyn Logan - CEO

International Coach Academy

ICF Competencies

Hours:

Learnsite Access:

Certification: 

Prerequisite:
 
               
Continuing
Education: 

 Program Summary



Key Benefits
Group and Team Coaching are becoming increasingly popular with coaches
who want to increase their reach and impact. Some of the key benefits of this
course include:

WHY GROUP COACHING 

Group Coaching allows you to leverage your coaching skills to work with
more clients at one time, making a greater impact and giving you greater
reach.

Greater Reach and Impact

The business models associated with group and team coaching are more time
and cost efficient, allowing you to scale and grow your coaching practice
faster than you can with only individual coaching.

Cost and Time Efficiency

Group Coaching allows clients to gain insight not only from the coach, but
also from other group members.

The Power of the Group

Group Coaching provides clients with the added value of networking.
Through the group they can meet and form relationships with like minded
people.

Networking

The group coaching format provides clients the benefits of an individual
coaching contract, but often in a mire powerful way. Accountability is one
such benefit. Clients are held accountable not only by the coach, but by their
peers in the group.

Accountability

Group Coaching allows you the opportunity to offer ongoing paid support
following a training contract or individual coaching contract.

Ongoing Support
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The theory classes teach the skills and
knowledge required to conduct group
or team coaching.

A COACH IN

EVERY CITY

Group coaching is a specific skill set; one that
requires not only advanced coaching skills but the
ability to manage individual transformation within
a group setting. 

The Group Leader Labs are practiced
based classes in which students take
turns leading a group coaching  

Labs & 
Practicum

CM-ECM: Approaches to Change
Management
CM-ESC: Coaching Skills for Change
CM-EBC: Values Based Change

Change
Management

GC-EGC Being a Group Coach
GC-ECA: Groups & The Coaching Agreement
GD-EMA: Client Motivation/Analysis
GD-EGD: Group & Team Dynamics

Group Coaching

WF-ESO: Creating Successful Outcomes 
WF-ECF: FlipIt Coaching Framework
WF-ECS: The Learning & Coaching Space

Facilitation Skills

Theory
Classes

Labs &
Practicum

The Leader Labs are where you put the new
skills you are learning into practice. They are a
space for practice and experimentation and
where you will observe and practice
managing the needs of individuals within a
group agenda and format.

Participation

Theory & Labs 
via 6 weekly zoom sessions

Group Coaching Plan
Self study with forum support and
faculty feedback.

Learnsite Access
6 months membership



Workshop PlanInclusions 

The ICA Group Coaching Program
includes use of the FlipIt Coaching
Framework. This framework has been
developed using core coaching
principles from our ACTP coach
training program.   

ICA Power Tools

FlipIt uses the 8 ICA Power Tools to
help clients reframe disempowering
perspectives and create action around
new, empowering perspectives. 

With our support and guidance, you will create
your own group workshop or program plan for
your ideal client or niche.  This might be using
the Flipit framework, or drawing on a specific
interest you might have, or audience you want
to target. 

We'll review your plan and provide you with
one on one written feedback. 


